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Things to remember: 

• Review the linking information in the MAIN TS Tech Tips: 
http://staff.mainlib.org/polaris-tech-tips/ 
These tips can help you correct a variety of mistakes. 
 

• When discarding, please set item status to Withdrawn; do not hit the “X” to delete the item. 
Many bib records are left behind with no items linked. These bib records with no items stay in the 
database forever, unless manually deleted…and then staff place holds for patrons. Patrons will 
never get these requests. 
 

• If you have more than 1 disc in a DVD case, use DISC 1-2, etc. in the volume field. See the policy 
from 2013.  
http://staff.mainlib.org/files/ils-support/polaris-tech-tips/tt-polaris-volume-field-for-dvds.pdf 
This is MAIN policy. 
 

• You may put an accession number for DVDs, etc. in the suffix field. Do not use the volume field 
for this type of information. All information in the volume field affects HOLDS. 
 

• When creating a nonfiction Dewey number, do not leave the demarcation mark in the call 
number: 

843/.912 
616.85/26 
305.89/912 
305.5/23/09/73 
813./54 

This slash mark denotes where you can logically break a Dewey number. Many libraries are 
leaving this slash in the call number. If you do not wish the call number automatically copied 
from the bib record into your item record, you may ask Annu to change your setting. See Polaris 
help: “Copy bibliographic call numbers to item records.” 
 
To find your mistakes, use the item find tool. Search by call number, for: */*. Limit to your 
library. You may wish to search only for nonfiction collections to eliminate magazines, etc. 
 

New: 
• Library of Congress has created genre headings that differ from many of the current GSAFD 

headings: 
Mystery fiction.$2gsafd > Detective and mystery fiction.$2lcgft 
Love stories.$2gsafd > Romance fiction.$2lcgft 
Adventure fiction.$2gsafd > Action and adventure fiction.$2lcgft 
Legal stories.$2gsafd > Legal fiction (Literature) .$2lcgft 
Dystopias.$2gsafd > Dystopian fiction.$2lcgft 
 
lcgft means Library of Congress genre form term. 
 

Review: 
• How to identify and correct items that are coded with local holds for longer than 3 months from 

creation date 
• How to produce monthly lists of new DVDs and audiobooks 
• How to correct item barcode mistakes 
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Recommendations for linking DVDs to minimize problems with holds: 
 
 
1. For those libraries purchasing rental edition DVDs, please link to a regular DVD record. Ask MCL to add 
the UPC for the rental edition. 
  
2. Linkers: When searching for a DVD title, search first by UPC. If you do not get a match, search by title. 
If you find a bib with the same content, link to that record. There may be a slight difference in 
distribution date or a difference in bonus materials. Send a request to MCL to add the UPC to the DVD 
record; include the bib control number. It is the responsibility of linkers to search the database for an 
acceptable record, before requesting an additional bib record. By requesting that MCL add an additional 
UPC to the current record, you are helping the next linker who scans that UPC. 
 
Do not link if: 
- the format is different, such as blu-ray, widescreen, full screen. See exception in #5 below. 
- the number of discs is different. For example, the bonus material might be on a separate disc. 
You may then request an additional record. 
 
3. If, for some reason, there are 2 bib records that have identical content (disregard bonus materials) 
and the same number of discs, and the holds are disproportionately distributed, request that a cataloging 
site merge the records. Include bib control numbers. 
  
4. Circulation/TS staff: If a library sees a problem with holds on a certain title, send out a mass email to 
Cmte.Circ@mainlib.org, advising libraries to do group holds for their patrons if applicable. If you can do 
this for titles that you trip over, it is a courtesy for all libraries. A disproportionate number of holds on a 
newer edition is easily seen in the “Bib find tool” in the Links/Holds columns. 
 
5. If you split up combos, you can request and link them to different records: a DVD record and a blu-ray 
record. If there is no single blu-ray record available, consider linking the single blu-ray to the combo 
record. If someone places a hold on the combo, it is almost certainly because they want the blu-ray and 
will not be disappointed to not get the DVD. It also simplifies holds for our blu-ray patrons to only have 
one choice. 
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